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Abstrat
The formation of objets below or lose to the hydrogen burning limit
is urrently vividly disussed and is one of the main open issues in the
eld of the origins of stars and planets. Applying various observational
tehniques, we explored a sample of brown dwarfs and very low-mass
stars in the ChaI star forming loud at an age of only a few million
years and determined fundamental parameters for their formation and
early evolution.
Traking the question of how frequent are brown dwarf binaries and
if brown dwarfs have planets, one of the rst radial veloity (RV) surveys
of brown dwarfs sensitive down to planetary masses is arried out based
on high-resolution spetra taken with UVES at the VLT. The results
hint at a low multipliity fration, whih is in ontrast to the situation
for young low-mass stars.
Testing reent formation senarios, whih propose an ejetion out
of the birth plae in the early aretion phase, we arried out a preise
kinemati analysis of the brown dwarfs in our sample in omparison
with T Tauri stars in the same eld. This yielded the rst empirial
upper limit for possible ejetion veloities of a homogeneous group of
brown dwarfs.
Rotation is a fundamental parameter for objets in this early evo-
lutionary phase. By means of studying the line broadening of spetral
features in the UVES spetra as well as by traing rotational modula-
tion of their lighturves due to surfae spots in photometri monitoring
data, one of the rst rotation rates of very young brown dwarfs have
been determined.
In the light of the presented observational results, the urrent se-
narios for the formation of brown dwarfs are disussed
1 What are brown dwarfs ?
Brown dwarfs ll the gap between low-mass stars and giant planets in the mass
range of about 0.08 solar masses (M⊙) and about 13 Jupiter masses (MJup)
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,
depending on metalliity. They an never fully stabilize their luminosity by
1
1M⊙=1047MJup
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Figure 1: Evolution of the entral temperature for stars, brown dwarfs and
planets from 0.3MJup (∼ Saturn) to 0.2M⊙ (211MJup) versus age. From Burrows
et al. (2001). The upper seven urves, whih end in the plot with onstant entral
temperatures, represent stars, the 13 urves below represent brown dwarfs and the
remaining urves at the smallest temperatures mark planets with masses ≤ 13MJup.
Note the inrease (lassial plasma), maximum and derease (quantum plasma) of
the entral temperature for brown dwarfs.
hydrogen burning in ontrast to stars and thus ontrat as they age until
the eletron gas in their interior is ompletely degenerate. At that point
they have reahed a nal radius and beome ooler and dimmer for their
remaining life time. In ontrast to planets brown dwarfs are able to fuse
deuterium, whih denes the lower mass limit of brown dwarfs. It is noted that
although thermonulear proesses do not dominate the evolution of brown
dwarfs, they do not only burn deuterium, but the more massive ones (masses
above ∼0.065M⊙) burn lithium and may even burn hydrogen for a while.
However, they do not burn hydrogen at a rate suient to fully ompensate
radiative losses.
Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the entral temperature for low-mass stars
(upper seven urves with onstant entral temperature at the end of the plot),
brown dwarfs and planets (Burrows et al. 2001). The temperature for stars
rises in the pre-main sequene phase due to the ontration on the Hayashi
trak until the interior is hot and dense enough to burn suient hydrogen
to stabilize the entral temperature and balane gravitational pressure on the
hydrogen burning main sequene. For brown dwarfs, the entral temperature
also inreases due to gravitational ontration in the rst million to a few hun-
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dred million years. As the density in the interior inreases part of the eletron
gas in the interior beomes degenerate. Eletrons obey the Pauli exlusion
priniple, allowing one quantum state to be oupied by only one eletron. For
the ompression of partly degenerate gas, energy is needed in order to bring
the degenerate eletrons loser. Therefore with onwardly ontration the tem-
perature remains onstant for a while and then starts to derease. When the
eletron gas is ompletely degenerate, no further ontration is possible, the
brown dwarf has reahed its nal radius and ools without ompensation by
ompressional heating.
The existene of brown dwarfs was predited by Kumar (1962, 1963) al-
ready in the early sixties. It followed a 30 year searh for suh faint objets
until in 1995 almost at the same time three brown dwarfs were disovered
independently: the Methane dwarf Gl 229B, a faint ompanion to a nearby
M-dwarf, as ool as 1000K (Nakajima et al. 1995, Oppenheimer et al. 1995)
as well as two brown dwarfs in the Pleiades, Teide 1 (Rebolo et al. 1995) and
PPl 15 (Stauer et al. 1994). The latter objet turned out to be in fat a
pair of two gravitationally bound brown dwarfs (Basri & Martín 1999). Up to
now, more than 300 brown dwarfs have been deteted in star forming regions
(e.g. Béjar et al. 1999, Comerón et al. 2000), in young luster (e.g. Pleiades,
Martín et al. 2000) and in the eld by the large infrared and optial surveys,
DENIS (Delfosse et al. 1997), 2MASS (Kirkpatrik et al. 2000) and SLOAN
(Hawley et al. 2002).
The year 1995 saw another spetaular disovery: the detetion of the rst
extrasolar planet andidate with minimum mass around ∼1MJup orbiting the
sun-like star 51Peg (Mayor & Queloz 1995). Sine 1995, high-preision radial
veloity (RV) surveys have deteted more than 130 planets in orbit around
stars (e.g. Mayor et al. 2003) with masses ranging from 14 Earth masses (e.g.
Santos et al. 2004) to the brown dwarf border at about 13MJup.
Before 1995, no objets were known in the mass range between Jupiter
in our own solar system and the lowest-mass stars. Today, the situation
ompletely hanged and this mass range is populated by hundreds of giant
planets and brown dwarfs hallenging our understanding of the formation of
solar systems. Brown dwarfs play an important role in this disussion sine
they link the planet population to the stellar population.
2 Brown dwarf formation models and
preditions
The substellar border dened by the hydrogen burning mass is a ruial di-
viding line with respet to the further evolution of an objet but there is no
obvious reason why it should be of any signiane for the formation meha-
nism by whih this objets was produed. Thus, by whihever proess brown
dwarfs are formed, it is expeted to work ontinuously into the regime of very
low-mass stars. Therefore, the term formation of brown dwarfs in this artile
stands for the formation of brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars even if not
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stated expliitly.
In the traditional piture of (low-mass) star and planet formation we as-
sume that stars form by ollapse and hierarhial fragmentation of moleular
louds (Shu et al. 1987), a proess whih involves the formation of a irum-
stellar disk due to onservation of angular momentum. The disk in turn is
the birth plae for planets, whih form by ondensation of dust and further
growth by aretion of disk material. These ideas are substantially based on
the situation in our own solar system. However, some properties of deteted
extrasolar planetary systems are diult to explain within urrent theories
of planet formation and it is under debate if our solar system is rather the
exeption than the rule. How brown dwarfs form is also an open issue but it
is lear that a better knowledge of the mehanisms produing these transition
objets between stars and planets will also larify some open questions in the
ontext of star and planet formation.
Brown dwarfs may be the high-mass extension of planets and form like
giant planets in a disk around a star by either ore aretion or disk insta-
bilities (see Wuhterl et al. 2000 for a review). In the ore aretion model,
the formation of giant planets is initiated by the ondensation of solids in a
irumstellar disk, whih arete to larger bodies and form a rok/ie ore.
When this ore reahes the ritial mass for the aretion of a gas envelope
(∼10-15M⊕) a so alled runaway gas aretion is triggered, whih is only
slowed down when the surrounding gas reservoir is depleted by the aret-
ing protoplanet. If brown dwarfs are formed like giant planets, we should
nd them in orbit around their host star. However, brown dwarfs are found
in large number as free-oating objets. Furthermore, in the ongoing high-
preision RV surveys for extrasolar planets, an almost omplete absene of
brown dwarfs in lose (<3AU), short-period orbits around solar-mass stars
was found while these surveys deteted more than 130 planets. This so-alled
'brown dwarf desert' indiates that there is no ontinuity from planets to
brown dwarfs in terms of formation.
Brown dwarfs may also form like stars by diret gravitational ollapse
and fragmentation of moleular louds out of loud ores, whih are old and
dense enough to beome Jeans-unstable for brown dwarf masses. Suh small
loud ores have not yet been deteted by radio observations but might have
been missed due to insuient detetion sensitivity. However, on theoretial
grounds, there is a so-alled opaity limit for the fragmentation, i.e. a limiting
mass, whih an beome Jeans-unstable: when reahing a ertain density
during the ollapse the gas beomes optially thik and is heated up leading to
an inrease of the Jeans-mass (Low & Lynden-Bell 1976). That might prevent
the formation of (lower mass) brown dwarfs by diret ollapse. Nevertheless,
assuming brown dwarfs an form in that way, they would be the low-mass
extension of the stellar population and should, therefore, have similar (saled
down) properties as young low-mass stars (T Tauri stars). We know that
T Tauri stars have a very high multipliity fration, in some star forming
regions lose to 100% (e.g. Leinert et al. 1993, Ghez et al. 1993, 1997,
Köhler et al. 2000) indiating that the vast majority of low-mass stars is
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formed in binaries or higher order multiple systems. The stellar ompanions
are thought to be formed by disk fragmentation or lament fragmentation
in the irumstellar disk reated by the ollapse of the moleular loud ore.
Therefore, we would also expet a high multipliity fration of brown dwarfs in
this formation model. Furthermore, brown dwarfs should have irumstellar
disks due to preservation of angular momentum during the ollapse, harbour
planets, and should have the same kinematial properties as the T Tauri stars
in the same eld.
Another idea is that brown dwarfs formed by diret ollapse of unstable
loud ores of stellar masses and would have beome stars if the aretion
proess was not stopped at an early stage by an external proess before the
objet has areted to stellar mass. It was proposed that suh an external
proess an be the ejetion of the protostar out of the dense gaseous environ-
ment due to dynamial interations (Reipurth & Clarke 2001). It is known
that the dynamial evolution of gravitationally interating systems of three
or more bodies leads to frequent lose two-body enounters and to the for-
mation of lose binary pairs out of the most massive objets in the system as
well as to the ejetion of the lighter bodies into extended orbits or out of the
system with esape veloity (e.g. Valtonen & Mikkola 1991). The esape of
the lightest body is an expeted outome sine the esape probability sales
approximately as the inverse third power of the mass. Sterzik & Durisen
(1995, 1998) and Durisen et al. (2001) onsidered the formation of run-away
T Tauri stars by suh dynamial interations of ompat lusters.
The general expetations for the properties of brown dwarfs formed by the
ejetion senario are a low binary frequeny (maybe 5%), no wide brown dwarf
binaries and only lose-in disks (< 5-10AU) sine ompanions or disk material
at larger separations will be trunated by the ejetion proess. Furthermore,
the kinematis of ejeted brown dwarfs might dier from non-ejeted members
of the luster. Hydrodynamial alulations have shown that the ollapse of
a moleular loud an produe brown dwarfs in this way (Bate et al. 2003,
Delgado-Donate et al. 2003, Bate & Bonnell 2005), while N-body simulations
of the dynamial deay allowed the predition of statistially signiant prop-
erties of ejeted brown dwarfs (Sterzik & Durisen 2003, Delgado-Donate et
al. 2004, Umbreit et al. 2005). However, the preditions dier signiantly
among the dierent models; this is further disussed in Set. 4.
An external proess, whih prevents the stellar embryo from further growth
in mass an also be a strong UV wind from a nearby hot O or B star, whih
ionizes and photoevaporates the surrounding gas (Kroupa & Bouvier 2003,
Whitworth & Zinneker 2004). A signiant disruption of the aretion enve-
lope by photoevaporation will also lead generally to a low multipliity fration
and limited disk masses. Sine there is no suh a hot star in the Cha I loud,
the brown dwarfs in this region annot have been formed by this mehanism.
The various ideas for the formation of brown dwarfs need to be onstrained
by observations of brown dwarfs, key parameters are among others the mul-
tipliity and kinematis, whih have been studied for young brown dwarfs in
Cha I as desribed in the following. Furthermore, rotation is an important
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parameter for the early evolution and it might reet the interation with a
disk due to magneti disk braking.
3 Comprehensive observations of brown dwarfs
and very low-mass stars in Cha I
3.1 Sample
The observation of very young brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars allows
insights into the formation and early evolution below or lose to the substellar
limit. One of the best grounds for suh a study is the Cha I loud, whih
is part of the larger Chamaeleon omplex. At a distane of 160 p, it is
one of the losest sites of ative low-mass star and brown dwarf formation.
Comerón and oworkers initiated here one of the rst surveys for young very
low-mass objets down to the substellar regime by means of an Hα objetive
prism survey (Comerón et al. 1999, 2000; Neuhäuser & Comerón 1998, 1999).
They found twelve very low-mass M6M8type objets, ChaHα 1 to 12, in
the enter of Cha I with ages of 1 to 5Myrs, among whih are four bona de
brown dwarfs and six brown dwarf andidates. Furthermore, they found or
onrmed several very low-mass stars with masses smaller than 0.2M⊙ and
spetral types M4.5M5.5 in Cha I (B 34, CHXR74, CHXR73 and CHXR78C)
as well as one 0.3 solar mass M2.5 star (Sz 23).
The membership to the Cha I loud and therefore the youth of the ob-
jets is indiated by their Hα emission and has been onrmed by medium-
resolution spetra, the detetion of lithium absorption and onsistent RVs
(also by the here presented observations). The substellar nature is derived
from the determination of bolometri luminosities and eetive temperatures
(onverted by means of temperature sales from spetral types) and ompar-
ison with theoretial evolutionary traks in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
(HRD).
Another substellar test appliable to young brown dwarfs was developed
from a test for old brown dwarfs based on lithium absorption (Rebolo et al.
1992) to the age-independent statement, that any objet with spetral type M7
or later that shows lithium is substellar (Basri 2000). Sine all ChaHα objets
show lithium absorption in their spetra (Comerón et al. 2000, Joergens &
Guenther 2001), the four objets ChaHα 1, 7, 10 and 11 (M7.5M8) are thus
bona de brown dwarfs, with masses in the range of about 0.03M⊙ to 0.05M⊙,
ChaHα 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 12 (M6.5M7) an be lassied as brown dwarf andidates
and ChaHα 4 and 5 (M6) are most likely very low-mass stars with 0.1M⊙.
An error of one sublass in the determination of the spetral type was taken
into aount.
We observed most of these ten brown dwarfs and brown dwarf andidates
and seven (very) low-mass stars by means of high-resolution spetrosopy
with UVES at the 8.2m telesope at the VLT and by means of a photometri
monitoring ampaign at a 1.5m telesope.
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3.2 High-resolution UVES spetrosopy
High-resolution spetra have been taken for the brown dwarfs and low-mass
stars ChaHα 18 and ChaHα 12, B34, CHXR74 and Sz 23 between the years
2000 and 2004 with the ross-dispersed UV-Visual Ehelle Spetrograph (UVES,
Dekker et al. 2000) attahed to the 8.2m Kueyen telesope of the Very Large
Telesope (VLT) operated by the European Southern Observatory at Paranal,
Chile. The wavelength regime from 6600Å to 10400Å was overed with a
spetral resolution of λ/∆λ = 40 000. For eah objet at least two spetra
separated by a few weeks have been obtained in order to monitor time de-
pendene of the RVs. For several objets, more than two and up to twelve
spetra have been taken.
After standard redution, we have measured RVs by means of ross-orrelating
plenty of stellar lines of the objet spetra with a template spetrum. In or-
der to ahieve a high wavelength and therefore RV preision, telluri O2 lines
have been used as wavelength referene. A RV preision between 40m s
−1
and 670m s
−1
, depending on the S/N of the individual spetra, was ahieved
for the relative RVs. The errors are based on the standard deviation of two
onseutive single spetra. An additional error of about 300m s
−1
has to be
taken into aount for the absolute RVs due to unertainties in the zero point
of the template. These RVs are one of the most preise ones for young brown
dwarfs and very low-mass stars available up to now.
Based on the time-resolved RVs, a RV survey for planetary and brown
dwarf ompanions to the targets was arried out (Set. 5). The mean RVs
were explored in a kinemati study of this group of brown dwarfs in Set. 4.
Additionally, projeted rotational veloities v sin i were derived from line-
broadening of spetral features (Set. 6), lithium equivalent width has been
measured to onrm youth and membership to the Cha I star forming region
and the CaII IR-triplet has been studied as an indiator for hromospheri a-
tivity. Results have been or will be published in Joergens & Guenther (2001),
Joergens (2003), Joergens et al. (2005a,b).
3.3 Photometri monitoring
In order to study the time-dependent photometri behaviour of the brown
dwarfs and very low-mass stars, we monitored a 13
′ × 13′ region in the Cha I
loud photometrially in the Bessel R and the Gunn i lter in six onseutive
half nights with the CCD amera DFOSC at the Danish 1.5m telesope at La
Silla, Chile in May and June 2000. Dierential magnitudes were determined
relative to a set of referene stars in the same eld by means of aperture
photometry. The eld ontained all of the targets introdued in the previous
setions, however, CHXR74 and Sz 23 were too bright and have been satu-
rated in the images, while ChaHα 1, 7, 9, 10 and 11 were too faint for the
size of the telesope.
Based on the lighturves for ChaHα 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 12, B 34, CHXR78C
and CHXR73, we searhed for periodi variabilities and were able to deter-
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mine absolute rotation periods for several brown dwarfs and very low-mass
stars based on brightness modulations due to surfae ativity (Set. 6, Joer-
gens et al. 2003b).
4 Kinematis of brown dwarfs in Cha I
and the ejetion senario
It was proposed that brown dwarfs might form in a star-like manner but have
been prevented from areting to stellar masses by the early ejetion out of
their birth plae (Set. 2). The ejetion proess might have left an observable
imprint in the kinematis of ejeted members of a luster in omparison to
that of non-ejeted members. Therefore, we are studying the kinematis of
our target brown dwarfs in Cha I by means of preise mean RVs measured
from UVES spetra. We nd that the seven brown dwarfs and brown dwarf
andidates and two 0.1M⊙ stars in Cha I (spetral types M6M8) dier very
less from eah other in terms of their RV. The sample has a mean RV of
15.7 km s
−1
and a RV dispersion measured in terms of standard deviation of
only 0.9 km s
−1
. The total overed RV range is 2.6 km s
−1
. We note, that in
previous publiations (Joergens & Guenther 2001, Joergens 2003), the dis-
persion was measured in terms of full width at half maximum (fwhm) of a
Gaussian distribution (whih is related to the standard deviation σ of the
Gaussian by fwhm=σ
√
8 ln 2) following the proedure of radio astronomers.
Based on new RV data and an improved data analysis, the here presented
kinemati study (Joergens et al. 2005b) is a revised version of the previous
ones. The new fwhm for the brown dwarfs is 2.1 km s
−1
, whih is onsistent
with the previous value of 2.0 km s
−1
.
In order to ompare the results for the brown dwarfs in Cha I with the
RV distribution of higher-mass stellar objets in this luster, we ompiled all
T Tauri stars onned to the same region for whih RVs have been measured
with a preision of 2 km s
−1
or better from the literature (Walter 1992, Dubath
et al. 1996, Covino et al. 1997, Neuhäuser & Comerón 1999), from Guenther
et al. (in prep., see Joergens & Guenther 2001) and from our own measure-
ments based on UVES spetra for M-type T Tauri stars. The ompiled 25
T Tauri stars (spetral types M5G2) have a mean RV of 14.7 km s
−1
and a
RV dispersion in terms of standard deviation of 1.3 km s
−1
. The dispersion
given in terms of fwhm is 3.1 km s
−1
. Compared to the previous studies (Jo-
ergens & Guenther 2001, Joergens 2003), the T Tauri sample and RVs have
been also revised by taking into aount new UVES-based RVs obtained by us
in 2002 and 2004 as well as overlooked RV measurements by Walter (1992).
Furthermore, based on a reent ensus of Cha I (Luhman 2004) an up-to-date
hek of membership status was possible. The new standard deviation of
1.3 km s
−1
diers only slightly from the previous one of 1.5 km s
−1
.
The resulting RV distributions of the T Tauri stars and the brown dwarfs
are displayed in Fig. 2 in form of a histogram. The mean RV of the M6M8
type brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars (15.7 km s
−1
) is onsistent within
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Figure 2: Distribution of mean RVs in kms
−1
for nine brown dwarfs and very
low-mass stars with masses ≤ 0.1M⊙ (hashed) and for 25 T Tauri stars in Cha I.
the errors with that of the T Tauri stars in the same eld (14.7 km s
−1
) and
with that of the moleular gas of the surrounding (15.3 km s
−1
, Mizuno et
al. 1999). This onrms the membership of the substellar population to the
Cha I star forming loud.
Furthermore, we nd that the RV dispersion of the brown dwarfs (0.9 km s
−1
)
is slightly smaller than that of the T Tauri stars in the same eld (1.3 km s
−1
)
and slightly larger than that of the surrounding moleular gas (the fwhm of
1.2 km s
−1
given by Mizuno et al. (1999) translates to a standard deviation
of 0.5 km s
−1
using the above given formula). For the omparison of the kine-
mati properties of brown dwarfs and stellar objets we have set the dividing
line between the two populations arbitrarily at 0.1M⊙ knowing that this is not
exatly the substellar border. However, the proess forming brown dwarfs is
expeted to work ontinuously into the regime of very low-mass stars and it is
a priori unknown if and for whih mass range a dierent formation mehanism
is operating. In a more detailed study (Joergens et al 2005b), we alulate the
dispersion also for dierent hoies of this dividing line but see no signiant
dierenes in the results.
RVs are traing only spae motions in the diretion of the line-of-sight
and the studied brown dwarfs ould have a larger three-dimensional veloity
dispersion. However, the studied brown dwarfs in Cha I have an age of 1
5Myr and oupy a eld of less than 12
′× 12′ at a distane of 160 p. Brown
dwarfs born within this eld and ejeted during the early aretion phase in
diretions with a signiant fration perpendiular to the line-of-sight, would
have own out of the eld a long time ago for veloities of 0.5 km s
−1
or larger
(Joergens et al. 2003a). Therefore, the measurement of RVs is a suitable
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method to test if objets born and still residing in this eld have signiantly
high veloities due to dynamial interations during their formation proess.
Numerial simulations of brown dwarf formation by the ejetion senario
dier in their preditions of the resulting veloities over a wide range. In
general, the ejetion veloity sales with the inverse of the square root of
the distane of the losest approah in the enounter that led to the ejetion
(Armitage & Clarke 1997). The resulting veloity distribution depends also
on the gravitational potential of the luster sine it denes if an ejeted objet
with a ertain veloity an esape or is ejeted only in a wide eentri orbit
(e.g. Kroupa & Bouvier 2003). Furthermore, the kinemati signature of the
ejetion an be washed out if only part of the brown dwarfs in a luster
are formed aording to the ejetion senario while a signiant fration is
formed by other mehanisms (disk instabilities alone or diret ollapse above
the fragmentation limit), or when, on the other hand, all (sub)stellar objets
in a luster undergo signiant dynamial interations.
Hydrodynami alulations by Bate et al. (2003) and Bate & Bonnell
(2005) predit veloity dispersions of 2.1 km s
−1
and 4.3 km s
−1
, resp., and no
kinemati dierene between brown dwarfs and T Tauri stars. These alu-
lations are performed for muh denser star forming regions than Cha I and
an extrapolation of their results to the low-density Cha I loud might lead
to a onsisteny with our observed RV dispersion of 0.9 km s
−1
for brown
dwarfs and only slightly larger for T Tauri stars. However, omparison with
Delgado-Donate et al. (2004) indiates that the dependene of the veloity
dispersion on the stellar density is not yet well established. N-body simula-
tions by Sterzik & Durisen (2003) predit that 25% of brown dwarf singles
have a veloity smaller than 1 km s
−1
, that is muh lower than our observa-
tions of 67% of brown dwarfs in Cha I having RVs smaller than 1 km s
−1
. Also
the high veloity tail found by the authors of 40% single brown dwarfs having
higher veloities than 1.4 km s
−1
and 10% >5 km s−1 is not seen in our data,
were none has a RV deviating by the mean by more than 1.4 km s
−1
. Reent
N-body alulations by Umbreit et al. (2005) showed that the ejetion veloi-
ties depend strongly on aretion and by assuming dierent aretion models
and rates, the authors predit an even more pronouned high-veloity tail
with 60% to 80% single brown dwarfs having veloities larger than 1 km s
−1
.
This is also muh larger than found by our observations, where only about
30% have veloities > 1 km s−1. One might argue that the non-detetion of a
high veloity tail in our data an be attributed to the relatively small size of
our sample, on the other hand, the urrent N-body simulations do not take
into aount the gravitational potential of the luster, whih might ause a
suppression of the highest veloities.
To onlude, the observed values of our kinemati study provide the rst
observational onstraints for the veloity distribution of a group of very young
brown dwarfs and show that they have a RV dispersion of 0.9 km s
−1
, no
high-veloity tail and their RVs are not more dispersed than that of T Tauri
stars in the same eld. These observed veloities are smaller than any of
the theoretial preditions for brown dwarfs formed by the ejetion senario,
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whih might be attributed to the lower densities in Cha I ompared to some
model assumptions, to shortomings in the models, like negletion of feedbak
proesses (Bate et al. 2003, Bate & Bonnell 2005, Delgado-Donate et al. 2004)
or of the luster potential (Sterzik & Durisen 2003, Umbreit et al. 2005),
or to the fat that our sample is statistially relatively small. The urrent
onlusion is that either the brown dwarfs in Cha I have been formed by
ejetion but with smaller veloities as theoretially predited or they have not
been formed in that way.
5 RV Survey for planets and
brown dwarf ompanions with UVES
Based on the preise RV measurements in time resolved UVES spetra (Set. 3.2),
we are arrying out a RV survey for (planetary and brown dwarf) ompanions
to the young brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars in the Cha I loud.
The detetion of planets around brown dwarfs as well as the detetion of
young spetrosopi brown dwarf binaries would be an important lue towards
the formation of brown dwarfs. So far, no planet is known orbiting a brown
dwarf (the reent publiation of a diret image of a andidate for a 5MJup
planet around a 25MJup brown dwarf by Chauvin et al. (2004) is very exiting
but still very tentative sine it might very well be a bakground objet). There
have been deteted several brown dwarf binaries, among them there are three
spetrosopi, and hene lose systems (Basri & Martín 1999, Guenther &
Wuhterl 2003). However, all known brown dwarf binaries are fairly old and
it is not yet established if the typial outome of the brown dwarf formation
proess is a binary or multiple brown dwarf system or a single brown dwarf.
Furthermore, the searh for planets around very young as well as around
very low-mass stars and brown dwarfs is interesting sine the detetion of
young planets as well as a ensus of planets around stars of all spetral types,
and maybe even around brown dwarfs, is an important step towards the un-
derstanding of planet formation. It would provide empirial onstraints for
planet formation time sales. Furthermore, it would show if planets an exist
around objets whih are of onsiderably lower mass and surfae temperature
than our sun.
5.1 RV onstant objets
The RVs for the brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars ChaHα 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 12 and B34 are onstant within the measurements unertainties of 2σ
for ChaHα 4 and of 1σ for all others, as displayed in Figs. 3, 4. From the
non-detetions of variability, we have estimated upper limits for the projeted
masses M2 sin i of hypothetial ompanions for eah objet
2
. They range
2
Spetrosopi detetions of ompanions allow in general no absolute mass determination
but only the derivation of a lower limit of the ompanion mass M2 sin i due to the unknown
inlination i.
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ChaHa1 ChaHa2
ChaHa3 ChaHa5
ChaHa6 ChaHa7
ChaHa12
Figure 3: RV onstant objets: RV vs. time in Julian days for brown
dwarfs and very low-mass stars (M6M8) in Cha I based on high-resolution
UVES/VLT spetra. Error bars indiate 1 σ errors.
between 0.1MJup and 1.5MJup assuming a irular orbit, a separation of
0.1AU between ompanion and primary objet and adopting primary masses
from Comerón et al. (1999, 2000). The used orbital separation of 0.1AU
orresponds to orbital periods ranging between 30 and 70 days for the masses
of these brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars.
That means, that these nine brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars with
spetral types M5M8 and masses ≤ 0.12M⊙ show no RV variability down
to Jupitermass planets. There is, of ourse, the possibility that present om-
panions have not been deteted due to non-observations at the ritial orbital
phases. Furthermore, long-period ompanions may have been missed sine for
all of them but ChaHα 4, the time base of the observations does not exeed
two months.
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Figure 4: RV onstant objets (ontinued): RV vs. time in Julian days for
very low-mass stars (∼0.1M⊙) in Cha I based on high-resolution UVES/VLT
spetra. Error bars indiate 1 σ errors.
5.2 RV variable objets
For three objets, we have found signiant RV variations, namely for the
brown dwarf ChaHα 8 and the low-mass stars CHXR74 (∼0.17M⊙) and Sz 23
(∼0.3M⊙) as shown in Fig. 5. The variability harateristi diers among
the three objets. Sz 23 shows variability on time sales of days with no
dierene in the mean values of RVs reorded in 2000 and in 2004. On the
other hand, ChaHα 8 and CHXR74 show only very small amplitude variations
or no variations at all on time sales of days to weeks, whereas the mean
RV measured in 2000 diers signiantly from the one measured years later,
namely in 2002 for ChaHα 8 and in 2004 for CHXR74, respetively, hinting
at variability periods of the order of months or longer.
One possibility for the nature of these RV variations is that they are the
Dopplershift aused by the gravitational fore of orbiting ompanions. The
poor sampling does not allow us to determine periods of the variations but
based on the data we suggest that the period for ChaHα 8 is 150 days or
longer. A 150 d period would orresponds to a 6MJup planet orbiting at a
separation of 0.2AU around Cha8. For longer periods the orbital separations
as well as the mass of the ompanion would be larger. For CHXR74, a period
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of about 200 days would be able to explain the RV data of 2000 and 2004
orresponds to a 15MJup brown dwarf orbiting CHXR74 at a separation of
0.4AU.
The other possibility is that they are aused by surfae ativity sine
prominent surfae spots an ause a shifting of the photo enter at the rotation
period (see also Set. 6.2). The upper limits for the rotational periods of
ChaHα 8, CHXR74 and Sz 23 are 1.9 d, 4.9 d and 2.1 d, respetively, based
on projeted rotational veloities v sin i (Set. 6, Joergens & Guenther 2001).
Thus, the time-sale of the RV variability of Sz 23 is of the order of the rotation
period and ould be a rotation-indued phenomenon. In ontrast to the other
RV variable objets, Sz 23 is also displaying signiant emission in the CaII
IR triplet lines, whih is an indiator for hromospheri ativity. A further
study of time variations of these lines is underway.
The RV variability of ChaHα 8 and CHXR74 on time sales of months
to years annot be explained by being rotational modulation. If aused by
orbiting ompanions, the deteted RV variations of CHXR74 and ChaHα 8
orrespond to giant planets of a few Jupiter masses with periods of several
months.
5.3 Disussion: Multipliity, separations, RV noise
Fig. 6 displays for all targets of the RV survey the measured RV semiamplitude
(for RV onstant objets the upper limit for it) versus their mass, as adopted
from Comerón et al. (1999, 2000). The three RV variable objets have RV
amplitudes above 1 km s
−1
(top three data points in Fig. 6) and are learly
separated from the RV onstant objets. Interestingly, the RV onstant ob-
jets follow a lear trend of dereasing RV amplitude with inreasing mass.
On one hand, this reets simply the depending of the RV preision on the
signal-to-noise of the spetra. On the other hand, it is an interesting nding
by itself, sine it shows that this group of brown dwarfs and very low-mass
stars with masses of 0.12M⊙ and below display no signiant RV noise due to
surfae spots, whih would ause systemati RV errors with a RV amplitude
inreasing with mass.
Among the subsample of ten brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars with
masses ≤ 0.12M⊙ in this survey, only one (ChaHα 8) shows signs of RV vari-
ability, while the others are RV quiet with respet to both ompanions and
spots in our observations. That hints at a very small multipliity fration of
10% or less. When onsidering also CHXR74, i.e. eleven objets (M≤0.17M⊙
and spetral types M4.5M8), nine have onstant RVs in the presented RV
survey. Interestingly, ChaHα 8 is RV onstant and CHXR74 shows only small
amplitude variations on time sales of days/weeks but both reveal larger am-
plitude RV variability only on longer time sales of at least several months.
The fat that all other objets in this mass range do not show RV noise due
to ativity suggests that the soures for RV variability due to ativity are also
weak for ChaHα 8. Furthermore, the timesales of the variability are muh
too long for being aused by rotational modulation sine the rotational period
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Figure 5: RV variable objets: RV vs. time in Julian days for the brown
dwarf andidate ChaHa 8 (M6.5) and the low-mass T Tauri stars CHXR74
and Sz 23 (∼0.20.3M⊙) based on high-resolution UVES/VLT spetra. Error
bars indiate 1σ errors.
is of the order of 2 days. The only other explanation would be a ompanion
with a mass of several Jupitermasses or more, i.e. a supergiant planet or a
brown dwarf. These observations give hints that ompanions to young brown
dwarfs and very low-mass stars might have periods of several months.
The RV survey probes the regions lose to the entral objets in respet of
the ourrene of ompanions. Fig. 7 shows the separation ranges, whih an
be overed based on the ahieved RV preision. For example, a 20 Jupiter-
mass brown dwarf in orbit around a 60 Jupitermass brown dwarf would be
detetable out to 10AU if the time base is long enough. For smaller ompan-
ion masses the overed separation ranges are orrespondingly smaller. At the
urrent stage, the limits in the overed separation range is set by the time
base rather than the RV preision. Therefore, further 3rd epoh RV measure-
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Figure 6: RV semiamplitude vs. objet mass. The upper three data points
represent the RV variable objets with amplitudes above 1 km s
−1
. The re-
maining data points represent RV onstant objets, whih learly follow a
trend of dereasing RV amplitude with inreasing mass. indiating that they
are displaying no signiant RV noise due to surfae spots down to the prei-
sion required to detet Jupitermass planets, whih would ause and inreasing
RV amplitude with mass.
ments are planned. The found small multipliity fration of the brown dwarfs
and very low-mass stars in Cha I at small separations in this RV survey, is
also supported by the results of a diret imaging searh for wide (planetary
or brown dwarf) ompanions to mostly the same targets, ChaHα 112, by
Neuhäuser et al. (2002, 2003), who nd a multipliity fration of ≤10%. The
separation ranges overed by this HST survey are also indiated in Fig. 7.
6 Rotation
Measurements of rotation rates of young brown dwarfs are important to deter-
mine the evolution of angular momentum in the substellar regime in the rst
several million years of their lifetime, during whih rapid hanges are expeted
due to the ontration on the Hayashi trak, the onset of Deuterium burning
and possible magneti interation with a irumstellar disk. Rotation speeds
an be determined in terms of projeted rotational veloities v sin i based on
the line broadening of spetral features (Set. 6.1) or, if an objet exhibits
prominent surfae features, whih modulate the brightness as the objet ro-
tates, the absolute rotation period an be determined by a light urve analysis
(Set. 6.2). Both tehniques have been applied to the brown dwarfs and (very)
low-mass stars in Cha I.
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Figure 7: Separation ranges, whih an be overed based on the ahieved
RV preision by our RV survey and by a diret imaging survey with the HST
(Neuhäuser et al. 2002). An example is given for a one Jupitermass planet
and a 20 Jupitermass brown dwarf orbiting a 60 Jupitermass brown dwarf.
Due to limited time base not the whole possible range for the RV survey has
been overed yet.
6.1 Projeted rotational veloities v sin i
Projeted rotational veloities v sin i have been measured based on the line
broadening of spetral lines in UVES spetra. We found that the v sin i
values of the bona de and andidate brown dwarfs in Cha I with spetral
types M6M8 range between 8 km s
−1
and 26 km s
−1
. The spetrosopi
rotational veloities of the (very) low-mass stars ChaHα 4, ChaHα 5, B 34,
CHXR74 and Sz 23 are 1418 km s
−1
and, therefore, lie also within the range
of that of the studied substellar objets. These measurements provided the
rst determination of projeted rotational veloities for very young brown
dwarfs (Joergens & Guenther 2001). To ompare them with v sin i values of
older brown dwarfs, we onsider that the late-M type brown dwarfs in Cha I
at and age of 15Myrs will further ool down and develop into L dwarfs at
some point between and age of 100Myr and 1Gyr (Burrows et al. 2001) and
later into T dwarfs. v sin i values for old L dwarfs range between 10 and
60 km s
−1
with the vast majority rotating faster than 20 km s
−1
(Mohanty &
Basri 2003). Thus, the brown dwarfs in Cha I rotate on average slower than
old L dwarfs in terms of rotational veloities v sin i. These results for brown
dwarfs in Cha I are in agreement with v sin i values determined for ve brown
dwarf andidates in Taurus (714 km s
−1
, White & Basri 2003) and for one
brown dwarf in σOri, whih has a v sin i of 9.4 km s−1 (Muzerolle et al. 2003)
and an absolute rotational veloity of 14±4 km s−1 (Caballero et al. 2004).
Projeted rotational veloities v sin i are lower limits of the rotational
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veloity v sine the inlination i of the rotation axis remains unknown. Based
on v sin i and the radius of the objet an upper limit of the rotational period
P/sin i an be derived. We estimated the radii of the brown dwarfs and very
low-mass stars in Cha I by means of the Stefan-Boltzmann law from bolometri
luminosities and eetive temperatures given by Comerón et al. (1999, 2000).
The approximate upper limits for their rotational periods range between one
and three days for all studied brown dwarfs and (very) low-mass stars with
the exeption of the low-mass star CHXR74 (M4.5, ∼0.17M⊙), for whih
P/sin i is ve days.
6.2 Absolute rotational periods from lighturve
modulations
An objet exhibiting prominent surfae features distributed inhomogeneously
over its photosphere provides a way to measure its absolute rotation period
sine the surfae spot(s) ause a periodi modulation of the brightness of the
objet as it rotates. See Fig. 8 for an illustration.
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Figure 8: Rotational brightness modulation aused by surfae spot. Cour-
tesy of G. Torres. A ool spot on the surfae of a star / brown dwarf auses a periodi
dimming of the total brightness at the rotation period. Plotted are the relative V
magnitudes ∆V over the orbital phase.
Based on photometri observations in the R and i band lter (see Set. 3.3),
we searhed for periodi variations in the light urves of the targets with the
string-length method (Dworetsky 1983). Periodi brightness variations were
found for the three brown dwarf andidates ChaHα 2, ChaHα 3, ChaHα 6
and two very low-mass stars B 34 and CHXR78C. The original light urves
are shown in Fig. 9. In addition to i and R band data, we have analysed J-band
monitoring data of the targets (Carpenter et al. 2002), whih have been taken
a few weeks earlier and onrm the periods found in the optial data. The
determined periods are interpreted as rotation periods based on a onsisteny
with the v sin i values from UVES spetra (previous setion), reorded olor
variations in agreement with the expetations for spots on the surfae and
the fat that with eetive temperatures of more than 2800K, the objets
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Figure 9: Light urves for two very low-mass stars (left panel) and three
brown dwarf andidates (right panel). From top to bottom and left to right
are displayed i-band light urves for the very low-mass stars B34 (M5, 0.12M⊙)
with a period of 4.5 days and CHXR78C (M5.5, 0.09M⊙) with a period of 3.9 days,
and for the three brown dwarf andidates ChaHα 2 (M6.5, 0.07M⊙) with a period
of 2.8 days, ChaHα 3 (M7, 0.06M⊙) with a period of 2.2 days and ChaHα 6 (M7,
0.05M⊙) with a period of 3.4 days.
are young and still hot and, therefore, their atmospheri gas is very likely
suiently ionized for the formation of spots. Additionally, variability due
to louds, whih ould our on time sales of the formation and evolution of
louds, an be exluded beause their temperatures are too high for signiant
dust ondensation (e.g. Tsuji et al. 1996a,b, Allard et al. 1997, Burrows &
Sharp 1999).
The found rotational periods of the three brown dwarf andidates ChaHα 2,
ChaHα 3 and ChaHα 6 are 3.2 d, 2.2 d and 3.4 d, respetively (Joergens et al.
2003b). The results show that brown dwarfs at an age of 15Myr display
an inhomogeneous surfae struture and rotate slower than old brown dwarfs
(rotational periods below one day, e.g. Bailer-Jones & Mundt 2001, Martín
et al. 2001). It is known that ChaHα 2 and 6 have optially thik disks
(Comerón et al. 2000), therefore magneti braking due to interations with
the disk may play a role for them. This is suggested by the fat, that among
the three brown dwarf andidates with determined periods, the one without
a deteted disk, ChaHα 3, has the shortest period.
6.3 Rotation of young brown dwarfs
The brown dwarfs in Cha I have rotation periods of 23 days and projeted
rotation veloities v sin i of 826 km s−1 as shown by our observations. Their
rotation periods are signiantly larger than those for old brown dwarfs (below
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one day, e.g. Bailer-Jones & Mundt 2001) and their rotational veloities are
on average smaller than for old brown dwarfs (1060 km s
−1
, Mohanty & Basri
2003). This is in agreement with the idea that they are in an early ontrating
stage and will further spin up and ontrat.
Periodi photometri variabilities have been also deteted for two dozen
substellar σOri and ǫOri members and member andidates (Bailer-Jones &
Mundt 2001, Zapatero Osorio et al. 2003, Sholz & Eislöel 2004a,b, Ca-
ballero et al. 2004). Inluding our periods in Cha I, the to-date known photo-
metri periods for young brown dwarfs over a wide range from 46min to 3.4
days. Apart from rotational modulation due to hromospheri spots, several
other possible proesses have been suggested to aount for the periodi vari-
abilities, like aretion phenomena, formation and evolution of dust overage
for the ooler ones and elipsing ompanions, whih ould all our on various
time sales. Among all known periods for young brown dwarfs, only four have
been onrmed as rotational periods by spetrosopi measurements of their
rotational veloities v sin i (ChaHα 2, ChaHα 3, ChaHα 6, S Ori 25, Joergens
& Guenther 2001, Joergens et al. 2003b, Muzerolle et al. 2003, Caballero et
al. 2004), they all lie between 1.7 and 3.5 days. Several periods of the order
of a few hours have been also interpreted as rotational periods. However,
as notied by Joergens et al. (2003b), rotation periods of a few hours for
very young brown dwarfs imply extreme rotation with rotational veloities of
100 km s
−1
or more given the still large radii at this young age. These speeds
ome lose to break-up veloities and for the 46min period, Zapatero Oso-
rio et al. (2003) found that it is indeed above break-up veloity and annot
be a rotation period. The nding of a rotation of 100 km s
−1
or more for
brown dwarfs at a few million years would also be surprising in respet of
the fat that they are in an early ontrating stage and the expetation of a
further spin-up in their future evolution. A hek of the proposed extreme
rapid rotation by v sin i measurements would be desirable. So far, all v sin i
determinations for young brown dwarfs in Cha I, Taurus and σ Ori indiate
rotational veloities below 26 km s
−1
with the vast majority below 20 km s
−1
(Joergens & Guenther 2001, White & Basri 2003, Muzzerolle et al. 2003).
7 Summary and onlusions
The presented work reports about observations of a population of very young
brown dwarfs and low-mass stars lose to the substellar borderline in the Cha I
star forming region. At an age of only a few million years, their exploration
allows insights into the formation and early evolution of brown dwarfs. The
targets were studied in terms of their kinemati properties, the ourrene of
multiple systems among them as well as their rotational harateristis.
We are arrying out a RV survey for planets and brown dwarf ompanions
to the targets with UVES at the VLT. The ahieved RV preision allows us
to searh for ompanions down to Jupiter mass planets. The analysis of the
high-resolution spetra reveals very onstant RVs on time sales of weeks to
20
months for the majority of the targets as well as RV variability for three
soures (Joergens et al. 2005a). The RV onstant objets are six brown
dwarfs and three very low-mass stars (M≤0.12M⊙, spetral types M5M8),
for whih we estimate upper limits for masses of hypothetial ompanions to lie
between 0.1MJup and 1.5MJup. This group shows a relation of dereasing RV
amplitude with inreasing mass. This reets simply a higher RV preision for
more massive targets due to a better signal-to-noise, whereas the eet of RV
errors aused by surfae features would be the opposite. This demonstrates
that brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars (M≤0.12M⊙) in Cha I display
no signiant RV noise due to surfae spots down to the preision neessary
to detet Jupitermass planets. Thus, they are suitable targets to searh for
planets with the RV tehnique.
Three objets exhibit signiant RV variations with peak-to-peak am-
plitudes of 23 km s
−1
: the brown dwarf ChaHα 8 and the low-mass stars
CHXR74 (∼0.17M⊙) and Sz 23 (∼0.3M⊙). For Sz 23, whih is the highest
mass objet in our sample, we have indiations that the RV variations are
aused by surfae spots from the variability time sale and from signiant
CaII IR triplet emission. ChaHα 8 and CHXR74 show a dierent variabil-
ity behaviour with displaying only very small amplitude or no variations on
time sales of days to weeks but signiant RV variations on times sales of
months or longer, whih annot be explained by being rotational modulation.
If aused by orbiting ompanions, the deteted RV variations of CHXR74 and
ChaHα 8 orrespond to giant planets of a few Jupiter masses with periods of
several months. In order to explore the nature of the deteted RV variations
follow-up observations of CHXR74 and ChaHα 8 are planned. If onrmed
as planetary systems, they would be unique beause they would ontain not
only the lowest mass primaries and the rst brown dwarf with a planet but
with an age of a few million years also the by far youngest extrasolar planets
found to date. That would provide empirial onstraints for planet formation
time sales as well as for the formation of brown dwarfs.
The found multipliity fration in this survey is obviously very small. Con-
sidering the subsample of the ten brown dwarfs and very low-mass stars with
masses ≤ 0.12M⊙, only one of them (ChaHα 8) shows signs of RV variability,
while the others are RV quiet with respet to both ompanions and spots in
our observations. That hints at a very small multipliity fration of 10% or
less. However, the RV variable brown dwarf ChaHα 8 and also the higher
mass CHXR74 (not inluded in the above onsidered subsample) are hinting
at the possibility that ompanions to young brown dwarfs and very low-mass
stars have periods of several months and suh a time sale was not overed for
all targets. Thus, our results of small multipliity reets so far mainly sepa-
rations of around 0.1AU. Further 3rd epoh RV determinations are planned.
At muh larger separations, a diret imaging searh for wide (planetary or
brown dwarf) ompanions to mostly the same targets also found a very small
multipliity fration of ≤10% (Neuhäuser et al. 2002, 2003). There still re-
mains a signiant gap in the studied separation ranges, whih will partly
be probed by the planned follow-up 3rd epoh RV measurements and partly
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is only aessible with high-resolving AO imaging (NACO/VLT) or even re-
quires interferometri tehniques (e.g. AMBER at the VLTI). For the already
studied separations, the overall piture is a multipliity fration signiantly
smaller than for T Tauri stars even when taking into aount the smaller avail-
able mass range for the ompanions. This hints at dierenes in the formation
proesses of brown dwarfs and T Tauri stars.
In order to test the proposed ejetion senario for the formation of brown
dwarfs, we explored the kinemati properties of our substellar targets based
on absolute mean RVs derived within the presented RV survey. We nd that
the brown dwarfs in Cha I form also kinematially a very homogeneous group.
They have very similar absolute RVs with a RV dispersion in terms of stan-
dard deviation of only 0.9 km s
−1
(Joergens & Guenther 2001, Joergens et al.
2005b). A study of T Tauri stars in the same eld showed that there are no in-
diations for a more violent dynamial evolution, like more frequent ejetions,
for the brown dwarfs ompared to the T Tauri stars sine the RV dispersion of
the T Tauri stars (1.3 km s
−1
) was determined to be even slightly larger than
that for the brown dwarfs. This is the rst observational onstraint for the
veloity distribution of a homogeneous group of losely onned very young
brown dwarfs and therefore a rst empirial upper limit for ejetion veloities.
Theoretial models of the ejetion senario have been performed by several
groups in reent years. Some of them are hinting at the possibility of a only
small or of no mass dependene of the veloities. Thus, the fat that we do
not nd a larger veloity dispersion for the brown dwarfs than for the T Tauri
stars does not exlude the ejetion senario. However, we observe smaller
veloities than any of the theoretial preditions for brown dwarfs formed by
the ejetion senario. This might be partly attributed to the fat that our
sample is statistially relatively small, or it might be explained by the lower
densities in Cha I ompared to some model assumptions, or by shortomings
in the models, like negletion of feedbak proesses (Bate et al. 2003, Bate &
Bonnell 2005, Delgado-Donate et al. 2004) or of the luster potential (Sterzik
& Durisen 2003, Umbreit et al. 2005). The urrent onlusion is that either
the brown dwarfs in Cha I have been formed by ejetion but with smaller
veloities as theoretially predited or they have not been formed in that way.
We are planning to enlarge the sample in the future to put the results on an
improved statistial basis.
Finally, we studied the rotational properties of the targets in terms of
projeted rotational veloities v sin i measured in UVES spetra as well as
in terms of absolute rotational periods derived from light urve analysis. We
found that the v sin i values of the bona de and andidate brown dwarfs
in Cha I range between 8 km s
−1
and 26 km s
−1
. These were the rst deter-
minations of rotational veloities for very young brown dwarfs (Joergens &
Guenther 2001). Furthermore, we have determined rotational periods, on-
sistent with v sin i values, by traing modulations of the light urves due to
surfae spots at the rotation period. We found periods for the three brown
dwarf andidates ChaHα 2, ChaHα 3 and ChaHα 6 of 23 days and for two
very low-mass stars B 34 and CHXR78C (M≤0.12M⊙) of 45 days (Joergens
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et al. 2003b). Magneti braking due to interations with a irum-stellar disk
may play a role for some of them sine the ones with deteted disks are the
slower rotators.
The emerging piture of the rotation of young brown dwarfs at an age of
a few million years based on rotational veloities for brown dwarfs in Cha I,
Taurus and σ Ori (Joergens & Guenther 2001, White & Basri 2003, Muzzerolle
et al. 2003) and on spetrosopially onrmed rotation periods (our three
brown dwarfs in Cha I plus one σOri brown dwarf, Caballero et al. 2004)
indiates that young brown dwarfs rotate with periods of the order of a few
days and speeds of 7 to 26 km s
−1
. Their rotation periods are signiantly
larger than those for old brown dwarfs (below one day, e.g. Bailer-Jones
& Mundt 2001) and their rotational veloities are on average smaller than
for old brown dwarfs (1060 km s
−1
, e.g. Mohanty & Basri 2003). This is
in agreement with the idea that they are in an early ontrating stage and
will further spin up and ontrat before they reah a nal radius when their
interior eletrons are ompletely degenerate.
Despite the fat that the origins of brown dwarfs are still shrouded in
mist, we think that the presented omprehensive observations of very young
brown dwarfs in Cha I and the determination of their fundamental parameters
brought us an important step forward in revealing the details of one of the
main open issues in stellar astronomy and in the origins of solar systems.
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